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Abstract :

The PRESENT cipher and the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) are essential
tools for protecting sensitive information and facilitating private transactions in the
world of contemporary information technology. AES is well known for its
adaptability and use in a variety of fields, whereas the PRESENT cipher performs
well in situations involving light cryptography. This work performs a dual analysis,
concentrating on the Key Scheduling Algorithms (KSAs) of the PRESENT cipher
and the AES cipher, which are essential elements in charge of producing round
keys in their corresponding encryption processes. Our goal is to shed light on the
behaviors, strengths, and potential vulnerabilities of these KSAs by simplifying
their study and using deep learning techniques, namely with a Neural Network
model. Through the application of a deep learning neural network trained on
extensive datasets, our study discerns patterns and weaknesses within both ciphers,
providing insights essential for identifying potential avenues of exploitability by
malicious entities, thereby emphasizing a proactive defense strategy against
evolving threats.

This study advocates for a proactive strategy to secure cryptographic systems by
proposing security modifications for both the PRESENT cipher and AES, going
beyond vulnerability evaluation. A new viewpoint is offered by the use of machine
learning, more especially deep learning, to find patterns and cryptographic keys in
systems that use both the PRESENT cipher and AES. This thorough framework
provides a proactive defense against possible vulnerabilities in a variety of security
scenarios, in addition to furthering our understanding of various cryptographic
methods.
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Introduction

The story of the PRESENT cipher and Advanced Encryption Standards (AES)
begins with the need to improve data security, which is consistent with the age-old
proverb that "necessity is the mother of invention." The growing information flow
over computer networks at the end of the 20th century made data privacy protection
even more crucial. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) of
the United States launched a competition in 1997 because the Data Encryption
Standard (DES), which has been in widespread use since the 1970s, was becoming
outdated due to contemporary cyber threats. Mathematicians and cryptographers
were encouraged to contribute encryption methods that demonstrated exceptional
security, efficiency, and versatility as part of this global challenge.

The Rijndael encryption algorithm, developed by Belgian cryptographers Vincent
Rijmen and Joan Daemen, was the winner of a rigorous selection process and was
formally adopted as the AES standard by NIST in 2001. Using a secret key, AES
functions as a specific lock in computer networks and depends on the Key
Scheduling Algorithm (KSA). This algorithm functions as a special formula,
converting the secret key into a convoluted string of characters that forms the basis
for protecting digital information. Parallel to this, the PRESENT cipher—which
prioritizes performance over security in lightweight cryptography scenarios—was
created in response to the shortcomings of the current encryption standards. Both
AES and PRESENT employ secret keys and unique Key Scheduling Algorithms,
pivotal components in their encryption processes.

This research study takes a step forward by using Deep Learning approaches to
examine the security strengths and possible weaknesses of the AES and PRESENT
Key Scheduling Algorithms. Similar to an extremely intelligent computer brain,
deep learning can reveal complex patterns and hidden information in data that
would be missed by traditional analytical techniques. The study intends to
contribute to a better understanding of the cryptographic robustness of both AES
and PRESENT's key scheduling algorithms by offering a thorough analysis of their
security strengths, weaknesses, and potential patterns-based vulnerabilities through
the application of deep learning techniques.



AES Cipher

Digital information transferred over the internet and in digital assets can be secured
using the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Cypher. It protects our data
whether it is being transmitted over the internet or is being stored on digital devices,
much like a digital lock would. This cypher method treats our regular message as
plain text, which AES translates into cipher text, which is a hidden code. Only the
intended recipient must know the unique key needed to unlock this communication.
The main reason AES is crucial for internet security is that it makes it extremely
difficult or impossible for unauthorized parties to decrypt this shared private data.
Any kind of information we may have, including passwords and messages, will
only be accessed by those who are authorized. AES provides us very strong
mechanism for securing and encrypting our data.

AES Keys and Rounds

AES Encryption/ Decryption rounds depends on what type of key size we are using
for encryption and decryption process . In generally we can say that If the key size
is larger of encryption process then It is much more secure way compare to less size
of key encryption process .

Based upon rounds and keys there are three type of AES Encryption and
Decryption which are being used based upon selection and our need -

(i) 128 Bit key – 10 Rounds : It uses 128 bit block size of keys and total 10 rounds
for encryption and decryption process .
(ii) 192 Bit key – 12 Rounds : It uses 192 bit block size of keys and total 12 rounds
for encryption and decryption process .
(iii) 256 Bit key – 14 Rounds : It uses 256 bit block size of keys and total 14
rounds for encryption and decryption process.



Encryption Process of AES

There are multiple number of steps which AES use for Encrypting the our given
input data. Following is Representation of AES Encryption Process. In the diagram
N can be any value from the 10,12,14 which represents that which type of AES
Encryption we are doing -

[Figure – AES Encryption Process]



For understanding in better way lets see each step one by one-

(i) Initial Round : In the initial round, AES takes the input data (plain text) and
combines it with the first round key. This is the first step to create the cipher text.
AES apply a substitution-permutation network (SPN) structure for encryption.
(ii) Sub-Bytes : This step involves replacing each byte of data with a corresponding
byte from the AES S-box, which is a predefined substitution table and it is constant
for any AES Encryption .
(iii) Shift Rows : This step rearranges the bytes within each row of the data matrix.

(iv) Mix Columns : In this operation, the columns of the data matrix are mixed
using mathematical transformations.

(v) Add Round Key : The round key for the current round is XORed with the data.

(vi) Final Round : The final round is similar to the other rounds but leave the Mix
Columns step. It includes Sub Bytes, Shift Rows, and Add Round Key operations.
After all the rounds are completed, the plain text data is transformed into cipher text,
which is the encrypted form of the plain text. This transferred Cipher text is
decrypted on other side using same reverse process and finally recipient get the
plain text in secure way.

Key Scheduling Algorithm of AES

The heart of AES is its Key scheduling algorithm which makes it much more secure
than other ciphers. Following is process for generating AES-128 Bits round keys :

1. Key Expansion:

a. Begin with the original 128-bit key.

b. Initialize an array to store the round keys.

c.The first round key is the original 128-bit key.

2. Round Constants:

Initialize a list of round constants (Rcon). There are a total of 10 round constants
for AES-128, which are used to generate the round keys.



3. Key Expansion Loop:

The key expansion loop consists of multiple iterations (10 in the case of AES-128).

4. Word Transformation:

For each iteration, take the last 4 bytes (32 bits) of the current round key. And

Perform a series of transformations

a. Rotate: Circularly shift the bytes in the word to the left by one byte.

b. Sub Bytes: Apply the S-box substitution to each byte.

c. XOR with R-con: XOR the first byte of the word with the corresponding
round constant from R-con.

d. XOR the first byte of the word with the first byte of previous round key.

e. XOR the remaining three bytes with the corresponding bytes from the
previous round key.

5. Expand Key:

The newly generated 32-bit word is XORed with the 32-bit word located 4 bytes
earlier in the round key. This result is the next 32-bit word for the round key.

6. Store Round Key:

Add the newly generated 128-bit round key to the Round Keys array.

7. Repeat:

Repeat this process for a total of 10 iterations to generate 10 round keys for use
in the encryption rounds.

This is how AES-128 Bits keys being generated



PRESENT Cipher

The present cipher is a cryptographic algorithm used to secure information by
transforming it into a coded format. Unlike traditional methods, it operates on
smaller units of data, typically one bit at a time. This unique approach enhances its
efficiency and security. The present cipher is celebrated for its resistance to various
attacks, ensuring robust protection for sensitive data. Its simplicity and
effectiveness make it a popular choice in modern cryptography, offering a reliable
means of safeguarding information in digital communication. As technology
evolves, the present cipher stands as a key player in the ongoing quest for secure
and efficient data encryption.

PRESENT Keys and Rounds

The present cipher employs a key schedule to generate a series of subkeys which
are crucial for encoding our information. These subkeys, along with the chosen key
size, contribute to the algorithm's security.The key size, typically set at either 80 or
128 bits, which determines the complexity of potential key combinations and it uses
for enhancing resistance against brute-force attacks. With a standard of 31 rounds,
where each involving key mixing and permutation operations, the present cipher
achieves a delicate balance between security and computational efficiency.

Key Scheduling Algorithm of PRESENT

The Key Scheduling algorithm in PRESENT involves a series of precise operations
to generate round keys. Following are general steps to generate 80 bit round keys
for each round -

Initialization:

 The user inputs an 80-bit key into the key register (K).
 Let K=K79-K78-K77 …K1-K0.

· Round Key Generation:

 For each round i, the left-most 64-bits of the current key register are taken as
the round key kr for that round.

 kr=k63k62…k0=K79K78…K16.

· Key Rotation:

 After every round i, the key register is rotated by 61-bit positions to the left.
 Let K′K′ be the rotated key register.

· Key Update:



 The rotated key register (K′K′) is updated by passing the leftmost 4 bits
through the S-Box.

 The round-counter value i is XORed with bits K19-K18-K17-K16-K15 with
the least significant bit of the round-counter on the right.

 The result of the XOR operation is then used to update the key register.

By this process every round key register get updated and it uses for next round.

Deep Learning

In this modern technology world we can not ignore the power of AI and Deep
Learning. Deep learning is like teaching computers to learn on their own, just like
we teach kids. It is something like when we see any object again and again then our
mind become able to identify similar type of object in very short time. In deep
learning, we give lots of data in array and matrix form to model , like cat and dog
pictures, and our deep learning models then tries to find patterns by itself. It uses
artificial neural networks, which are like virtual brains. These networks have layers
of tiny decision , makers that work together to understand the data. Once our model
trained using various data and techniques then it can identify similar pattern and can
generate results. This helps in many things, like recognizing our voice or faces in
photos. Deep learning is an important part of artificial intelligence which makes our
technology smarter and it also becoming more helpful in our daily life.

Neural Network

As the name suggest neural network it is a computer system which is designed to
behave like the human brain. It is made of many interconnected nodes, like how our
human neurons are connected in our brain, and it can process information and learn
from this information. These network nodes work together to analyse data,
recognize patterns, and make decisions. For example neural networks can be used
to understand our spoken language, it can be also used to identify different objects
in images, or predict trends based on input data. Neural network used in various
tasks that involve analysis of complex data and they also have become important in
machine learning and artificial intelligence. Just like our brain neural network
adapts and learns from the given data and perform task which can done by human
in the given situation . Neural networks can also be trained to improve their
performance which makes them powerful tools for various applications. Following
is structure of neural network which have one input layer with 6 neurons and two



hidden layer with 4 and 2 neurons respectively and one output layer with 6 neurons.
We can increase or decrease layers and neurons based upon need.

Analysis of AES & PRESENT Cipher KSA

In this research paper, we focus on enhancing the security analysis of the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) and PRESENT cipher by using the power of Deep
Learning, specifically Sequential Neural Networks (SNN). AES and PRESENT is
mostly considered as most secure encryption algorithms, but they may not be
immune to any deep learning based attacks. One area of vulnerability may lie in the
key scheduling process, which generates round keys from the initial secret key. We
propose using SNN to analyse and potentially strengthen this crucial component .
We trained our model using 10,000 samples of AES and PRESENT Initial Round
key and last Round key and after then we tested our Deep Learning trained model
using 200 Initial Round Keys which tries to predict corresponding final round keys
from Initial Keys. Following are Steps our Deep Learning Implementation:



1. Input Layer contains 128 neurons for AES and 80 neurons for PRESENT Cipher
2. There are 5 hidden layers of 64, 32 , 16 , 8, 4 bits of neurons.
3. Output layers activated using sigmoid function and it is of 128 bit neurons for
128 bit final Round key of AES Cipher and 80 bit neurons for 80 bit final round key
of PRESENT Cipher.

By using above steps we tested our model and gain insights about the AES KSA
and PRESENT KSA security and Vulnerabilities.

Following is Bar chart representation of the gained output which shows bit position
to X axis and Matching percentage to Y Axis.



Results Table of AES

Deep Learning based Analysis of Key Scheduling Algorithm : AES Cipher

Bit
Position
(1-32)

Matching %
(1-32)

Bit
Position
(33-64)

Matching %
(33-64)

Bit
Position
(65-96)

Matching %
(65-96)

Bit
Position
(97-128)

Matching %
(97-128)

1 47.5 33 48 65 49.5 97 49
2 48.5 34 48.5 66 54.5 98 49
3 50 35 50 67 57.5 99 42
4 51.5 36 53.5 68 51.5 100 49
5 45.5 37 50 69 45.5 101 55.5
6 46.5 38 48.5 70 45 102 52.5
7 49.5 39 46 71 56 103 52.5
8 48.5 40 49.5 72 50.5 104 52
9 47 41 50.5 73 49 105 46
10 51.5 42 44.5 74 56.5 106 53
11 58 43 51 75 50.5 107 49
12 48 44 50 76 56 108 50.5
13 53.5 45 55 77 49.5 109 51.5
14 49 46 46.5 78 51 110 48
15 44 47 46.5 79 53.5 111 48
16 52 48 45 80 47 112 47.5
17 54 49 47 81 51.5 113 51.5
18 53.5 50 49 82 44 114 51.5
19 42 51 49.5 83 53.5 115 45
20 53.5 52 51.5 84 45 116 49
21 49.5 53 43 85 49 117 48
22 52.5 54 50.5 86 53.5 118 50.5
23 47 55 50.5 87 49.5 119 45.5
24 53.5 56 51 88 44.5 120 56
25 52 57 48 89 53 121 51.5
26 48.5 58 50 90 41.5 122 51
27 49 59 52 91 51 123 49
28 44 60 48 92 49.5 124 57.5
29 51 61 44.5 93 52.5 125 51.5
30 45.5 62 46.5 94 53 126 58
31 40.5 63 45 95 51 127 50.5
32 48 64 52 96 55.5 128 50

The above accuracy table shows about how much percentage of bits we are able to
predict correctly using our trained model. In the result table we can see some bits
have more than 50 percent accuracy and some have less than 50 precent , In the
overall result we can say it have approximate 50 percent accuracy which is 1/2
accurate predictability of the 10th round key in the form of 128 bits 0s and 1s. In
the other words 1 and 0 bit also have 1/2 predictability means in any place there
will be either 0 or either 1 . So by analyzing our results we can say the AES Key



scheduling algorithm is secure and effective in order to face deep learning
cryptanalysis by applying our used method. In further we can also used some more
advance technique to test AES KSA Vulnerabilities.

Following is Wave graph visualization of our gained output of AES Cipher.

Following is histogram of our gained output of AES cipher where on X axis it
showing Matching percentage and on Y axis it is showing the corresponding
frequency.



Following figures shows Taylor diagram of our gained output of 128 bit AES
Cipher. There are four diagram where each shows for 32 bit part of 128 bit.





Results Table of PRESENT

Deep Learning Based Analysis of Key Scheduling Algorithm : PRESENT Cipher

Bit
Position
(1-20)

Matching %
(1-20)

Bit
Position
(21-40)

Matching %
(21-40)

Bit
Position
(41-60)

Matching %
(41-60)

Bit
Position
(61-80)

Matching %
(61-80)

1 57.39 21 58.26 41 46.09 61 66.09
2 49.57 22 55.65 42 46.09 62 53.91
3 60 23 62.61 43 52.17 63 57.39
4 66.96 24 56.52 44 59.13 64 52.17
5 63.48 25 53.91 45 54.78 65 72.17
6 59.13 26 46.96 46 65.22 66 61.74
7 66.96 27 59.13 47 48.7 67 61.74
8 57.39 28 47.83 48 60.87 68 52.17
9 46.09 29 51.3 49 60 69 65.22
10 57.39 30 62.61 50 52.17 70 65.22
11 65.22 31 59.13 51 53.04 71 47.83
12 45.22 32 46.96 52 53.91 72 56.52
13 54.78 33 57.39 53 60.87 73 53.91
14 58.26 34 63.48 54 60.87 74 61.74
15 55.65 35 55.65 55 62.61 75 55.65
16 51.3 36 58.26 56 60.87 76 53.91
17 55.65 37 57.39 57 61.74 77 53.91
18 63.48 38 55.65 58 54.78 78 68.7
19 66.09 39 53.04 59 49.57 79 57.39
20 44.35 40 51.3 60 53.91 80 57.39

By applying same method as AES The above accuracy table shows about how
much percentage of bits we are able to predict correctly using our trained model of
PRESENT Cipher. We can see it is approximate 50% Accuracy and 1s and 0s
predictability is also 50% separately .We can say that by using our model and
method PRESENT Have resistance to face deep learning based Cryptography
Analysis attack.



Following are bar chart and wave graph of our Analyzed results of PRESENT
Cipher Key Scheduling Algorithm,

Following is wave graph of our gained result of PRESENT Cipher where we can
see the variance of our matching percentage.



Following is Histogram Representation of our gained result of PRESNT Cipher
with respect to Matching percentage and Frequency of matching percentage of bits.

Following are Taylor Diagram Representation of our gained results. In case of
PRESENT 80 Bit here we have two Taylor diagram where each have 40 bit part of
80 bit PRESENT Cipher Analysis result.



Conclusion

In summary, we can say our paper focused on testing and ensuring that the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and PRESENT Cipher is secure by using a
smart computer method which is also known as Deep Learning. We looked closely
at a part of AES and PRESENT called the Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) and
found that, despite being it strong, there are some areas where it could be safer.
Using our Deep Learning model, we tried to find patterns and weaknesses in these
KSA. The results, shown in the accuracy table, describes that we could predict
about half of the final round key bits accurately. This means that the these KSA is
quite good at resisting certain types of Deep learning analysis. Essentially, our
study emphasizes that PRESENT and AES is secure and it provides ideas on how to
make our cryptographic systems stronger against any AI based possible threats. It is
also contributing to the ongoing improvement of data security and privacy issues.
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